
ABSTRACT 
 
 

PT.Pupuk Iskandar Muda (PIM) representing company which active in manufaktur 
specially area of elementary chemistry industry namely produce manure of urea and ammonia 
PT.Pupuk Iskandar Muda (PIM) owning vision become company fertilize and notable petro 
chemistry and own excellences so that able to compete either in home affairs and also beyond 
the sea. 

Accountancy bureau represent one of bureau found on PT.PIM (Pupuk Iskandar Muda) 
owning role in making financial statement in the form of balance report, lose profit, cash flow 
and other internal data. All the report represent inputan to calculate performance of company's 
finance 

Monetary ratio analysis represent method used in scheme of this Decision Support 
System application. Monetary ratio analysis grouped for size measure performance in the form 
of profitability ratio, ratio measuring management effectiveness of pursuant to return result 
yielded from sale and invesment, growth ratio, ratio measuring company ability to defend its 
economic position in economics growth and in industry or market of its place product operate, 
and the size measure assessment measuring management ability to reach market values 
exceeding cash expenditure, size measure efficiency operate for, in the form of analasis of 
management of asset and invesment, measuring effectiveness of decisions of invesment of 
company and exploiting of its resource, and analyse expense management; measuring how each 
expense element controlled, and last of size measure monetary policy in the form of ratio 
leverage, ratio measuring storey; level how far the company asset have financed by use of debt 
and ratio likuiditas, ratio measuring company ability to fulfill its obligation is which fall due. 

With this application existence, expected  a system earn to give information about 
monetary ratio and earn to assist PT.Pupuk Iskandar Muda (PIM) to fulfill its vision that is 
become company fertilize and notable petro chemistry and able to vie with other manure 
company either in home affairs and also beyond the sea. 
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